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1 Introd uction 
The rheological property of fluids COI曲目din a small system di宜ersfrom that in the bulk. When 
the size of the system becomes small， the fluid exhibits the increase of the viscosity， shear-
七hinningand the appearance of the yield stress as well as七heslowing down of the dynamics 
[2] 
This transition of the rheological property ofもhefluids in a small system is similar to that of 
glassy materials. Glassy materials， such as dense colloidal suspensions and super-cooled liquids， 
also displays the increase of the viscosity， shear-thinning and the appearance of the yield stress出
well as the slowing down of the dynamics出 thetemperature decre出 esor the density increases. 
From this similarity， the rheological transition by the reduction of the system size is considered 
出 theglass transition by the confinement of the fluid in a small system. 
In glassy materials， it is observed that a dynamical correlation length that charac七erizesthe 
distance over which particle motion is correlated grows. Near the glassもransitionpoint， the 
dynamical correlation length becomes comparable with the system size [3]. Considering the 
similarity between fluids in a small system and the gl回symaterial， the dynamical correlation 
length seems comparable with the system size also in fluids of small size.針。mthis fact， we 
conjecture that there is a mechanism of the rheological transition by the competition between 
the correlation length of the dynamics and the system size by the reduction of the system size. 
2 Result 
In order to check whether the rheological transition occurs by the conjectured mechanism， we 
investigate the system-size dependence of the rheological property by molecular dynamics sim-
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ulations. From this simulation， asshown in the figures， we find that the viscosity is scaled as 
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where 'l7o(T， L)= 1imγ→oη(T，γ， L)， T is the temperature， L is the system size， i is the shear 
rate， c(T) is the corre1ation 1ength of the dynamics， G(x) is the function which has the proper七y
as limx→o G(x) = 1， limx→∞G(z)~Z-3?and H(z)is the function which has the properties出
limx→o H (x) = 1.Fi'om this scaling functions， itis concl uded that the strong size depende恥 e
of the rheologica1 property is caused by the competition between the corre1ation length and the 
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Figure 1: 1eft :η(T，市 L)/'17o(T， L)as a function ofγηo(T， L)3/2. The data are at T = 0.8，0.9，1.0 
a吋 L= 9.4，18.8，37.6. right :ηo(T， L)/η'I(T) as a function of c4(T)/ L. 
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